EXTENDING YOUR LOOK
by Marnie Miller

www.marniemillerhairdesigns.com
Celebrities surprise us by changing hairstyles, color and
hair length in a matter of hours. Hair lengthening is created
with extensions and the help of a talented stylist. But its not
all glamour because BAD EXTENSIONS can interfere with
the integrity of natural hair. Extensions require care by braiding before bed, using a loop brush made for extensions and
by washing hair with cool water, a gentle shampoo and light
conditioner to protect the extension bonding from breaking
down and keep new tresses tangle free. Costs range depending
on the quality and amount of hair used, and you must incorporate the cost of “maintenance” upkeep every 6-8 weeks.
With quality extensions and a caring stylist, you can enjoy
different new looks for years to come.
Jennifer Lopez

Beautiful Stars with Unforgettable Hair

Finding Your Best Look

These stars are perfect examples of celebrities who
use extensions to keep up their glam look. The secrets
behind those gorgeous locks are high-quality human hair,
precise placement, color matching AND something many
extensions are lacking—a great cut! These stars know
what gives them a beautiful, natural look as they rock
the Red Carpet. Hair extension can offer a new look
in hours, more hair volume and beautiful highlights.

Micro Cylinders Glued•Braided Woven•Clip-ins
My personal favorite clip-ins are easiest on hair,
non-damaging and preserve the integrity of hair while offering the ability to add length,
volume and change color.
Micro Cylinders are least
damaging of the standard
version of extensions. Older
methods such as glue, are
harsh on hair and Wefts can
sometimes be too heavy.
New and improved hair
extension choices maintain
the integrity of your hair,
while achieving a healthy
and natural look.
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Many reasons exist why
extensions do not work.
Poor quality hair and hair
is bleached and recolored
damaging the integrity of
the hair cuticle leaving it
course, unmanageable and
unable to hold onto pigment
(a cause of discoloration).
All are a BAD extension
give away. A proper cut
is vital to blend the length
of extensions into natural
hair for an effortless flow.
Proper maintenance and
care is essential when

when
BAD EXTENSIONS
happen to
GOOD PEOPLE
extensions grow out as
they can cause dreading
and balding. I recommend
individual strands verses
wefts for a more accurate
placement and customized
look. While synthetic hair
is plentiful, human hair
is superior in its viability;
synthetic hair cannot typically be heated, so styling
is limited. If you want
extensions, but have a
busy life, speak to a qualified extension stylist about
low maintenance options.
With extensive training under Wella Color,
Tony & Guy, and Paul Mitchell, Marnie styles
numerous celebrities and her natural looking
hair extensions are seen on Runways and Red
Carpet VIPs from Hollywood to Paris.

